CRDF Global is an independent nonprofit organization that creates opportunities for scientists and innovators to make the world a better place. We work with local and international partners to drive results through scientific collaborations that transcend cultural, political and economic borders.

Science and technology applied responsibly takes people from poverty to prosperity, turns sickness to health, and transforms potential into achievement. We empower communities to address challenges that affect individuals locally, regionally and around the world.

HOW WE DO IT

- Technical and professional training
- Cross-border research competitions
- Professional network building
- Financial and logistical management services
- Program design and management
- Fellowships
- Grants to conduct research and travel
- Science diplomacy stewardship
- Research capacity building at universities and institutions
- Lab enhancement
- Innovation ecosystem development in emerging countries
- Safe and responsible science

WWW.CRDFGLOBAL.ORG
OUR IMPACT
Our distinctive expertise, networks and approaches integrate scientists and innovators into the global community.

$173 MILLION managed through more than 7,000 awards

$43 MILLION + leveraged in contributions from other sources

$283 MILLION in awards facilitated for clients

20,000 online peer reviews coordinated

$40 MILLION of project equipment and supplies procured

9,000 + electronic proposals processed

WHERE WE WORK
CRDF Global is based in Arlington, Virginia with offices and partners around the world.